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ABSTRACT 
Matrix equivalence over principal ideal domains is considered, using the tech- 
nique of localization from commutative algebra. This device yields short new proofs 
for a variety of results. (Some of these results were known earlier via the theory of 
determinantal divisors.) A new algorithm is presented for calculation of the Smith 
normal form of a matrix, and examples are included. Finally, the natural analogue of 
the Witt-Grothendieck ring for quadratic forms is considered in the context of matrix 
equivalence. 
INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that every matrix A over a principal ideal domain is 
equivalent to a diagonal matrix S(A) whose main diagonal entries 
s,(A),s,(A), . . . divide each other in succession. [The s,(A) are the invariant 
factors of A; they are unique up to unit multiples.] How should one effect 
this diagonalization? If the ring is Euclidean, a sequence of elementary row 
and column operations will do the job; but in the general case one usually 
relies on the theory of determinantal divisors: Set d,,(A) = 1, and for 1 < k < r 
= rankA define d,(A) to be the greatest common divisor of all the k x k 
subdeterminants of A; then +(A) = dk(A)/dk_-l(A) for 1 < k < r, and sk(A) = 
0 if k > r. The calculation of invariant factors via determinantal divisors in 
this way is clearly a very tedious process. Moreover, much of the classical 
literature on matrix equivalence is dominated by the theory of determinantal 
divisors; accordingly, many proofs rely on complicated interactions among 
subdeterminants, tending to obscure the underlying concepts. 
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In the present paper we will consider matrix equivalence over principal 
ideal domains using the notion of localization from commutative algebra. 
The basic philosophy is this: Extend the original scalar ring to a suitable 
family of larger but more tractable rings, settle the issue in these extensions, 
then descend to the ground ring. This approach to matrix equivalence was 
motivated by the “local-global” methodology in the theory of quadratic 
forms, where the crucial associated matrix concept is that of matrix con- 
gruence. While some of the results in the present paper appear elsewhere 
(e.g., see [4],[13],[14], [IS]), the proofs to be given here are considerably 
shorter than the arguments that use determinantal divisors, which have been 
virtually eliminated from the discussion. We also give a new algorithm for 
the computation of the Smith normal form that does not demand that the 
underlying ring be Euclidean, yet requires far less factorization than the 
determinantal divisor approach. Finally, we consider the natural analogue of 
the Witt-Grothendieck ring in the context of matrix equivalence. 
We refer the reader to Newman’s book [16] for terminoIogy and for basic 
information on matrix equivalence over principal ideal domains. For investi- 
gations over more general rings, see Curtis and Reiner [3], Kaplansky [8], and 
Levy [II, 121. 
To simplify the notation we will restrict ourselves throughout to square 
matrices, but many of the results can easily be restated to apply to arbitrary 
matrices. We write iM, (R ) for the ring of n X n matrices with entries in the 
ring R; if A EM,(R), then A is said to have dimension n, written n =dimA; 
the symbol 5, denotes the nX n identity matrix; the symbols 4 and @ 
denote direct sum and Kronecker product of matrices; strict containment of 
sets is denoted by 3. 
1. LOCALIZATION 
Let R be a principal ideal domain with quotient field F > R, and let p be 
a fixed prime element of R. Every element x in F= F - (0) can be written in 
the form x = p”a/b, where a and b are in R and are relatively prime to p, 
and v E 2. The integer v is uniquely determined by x, and we write v = ord+. 
We also define ord,O = 00, with the convention that cc > v for all v E 2. Now 
define the loculization of R with respect to the prime ideal (p): 
Rc,jdGf{x~F ] ord,x>O}. 
Thus RCpj is the subring of F generated by R and the inverses in F of all 
elements of R that are outside ( p), 
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An element E E Rcpj is a unit (a p-udic unit) if and only if ord,e = 0. Also, 
p is the only prime element of R(,), except for associates; hence every 
nonzero element x E R, pl has the form x = up” for some p-adic unit e and 
Y = ordrx > 0. The divisibility relation ul b holds in Rcpj if and only if 
ordpa < ordpb. The ring Rcpl is a principal ideal domain, and it is a local ring 
with unique maximal ideal (p); in fact the proper ideals of R(,) are 
bD(P2D(P3)~-.~ 
Results over R(,) will be called local, while those over R are global 
results. 
2. THE LOCAL-GLOBAL PRINCIPLE 
The existence and uniqueness of the Smith normal form over principal 
ideal domains will be assumed here without proof. In keeping with the 
underlying purpose of this paper, we merely note that determinantal divisors 
need not be used in the proof (see [3, Theorem 16.81). 
Let R and p be as in Sec. 1. Matrix equivalence over R and R(,) will be 
denoted by the symbols - and -p, respectively. If A E M, (Rep,), then A has 
a Smith normal form over R(,), and from Sec. 1 we actually have 
A- pdiag( p’l,..., p”‘,O ,..., 0) 
for some integers vi satisfying 0 < ui < . . . < v,, where r= rankd. We will 
denote this particular manifestation of the Smith normal form of A over R(,) 
by S,(A). The following observations are immediate: (i) The elementary 
divisors of an R (pj-matrix are precisely its nontrivial invariant factors. (ii) If 
A E M,(R ), then the rank of A as an R-matrix is equal to its rank as an 
Rep)-matrix. (iii) If (AjfO, then r= n and ord,]A[ = or f . . . + u,,. In particu- 
lar, Sp (A) = I,, if and only if ordp)A] = 0 (that is, A is unimodukzr over R(,)). 
From the above remarks it will be clear that the indicated products in 
the following results are essentially finite products. Fix a complete set ?? of 
nonassociated prime elements for R; all primes under discussion from now 
on will be assumed to come from 9, and the letter p will always denote such 
a prime. 
THEOREM 1 (Local-global principle). Let A,B EM,,(R). Then A-B if 
and only if A--, B for all p E 9 ; moreover, 
S(A)= fl s,(A). 
PEC!? 
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Proof Let pr,..., p, be the distinct primes whose powers occur as 
elementary divisors of A. Then 
S(A)=diag i p;l1,..., 
t 
II p/v) >...> 0 , 
/=I i=l 
where O< vii < vj+r i forl<i<r-landl<j<t,andr=rankA.Butpiisa 
p,l-adic unit if j# j’: Hence 
S,(A)=diag(p:lr ,..., pp,O ,..., 0) 
for 1 < i < t. Also, we have 
SP (A) = diag( 1,...,1 , 0, . . . , 0) 
I 
if p G { p,, . . . , pt}. This gives the product formula asserted by the theorem, 
and the other assertion is an immediate consequence. n 
We remark that to adapt Theorem 1 to rectangular matrices one merely 
replaces the product formula for S (A) by a corresponding product formula 
for the invariant factors of A. 
Using statement (iii) preceding Theorem 1, we immediately deduce 
COROLLARY 1. If JAI #O, then S(A) = fl S,(A). 
p/l4 
REMARK on quadratic forms. Recall that A, B E M,( R ) are congruent if 
there is a unimodular R-matrix U such that B = ?.?A U. This is clearly a finer 
relation than matrix equivalence. When charR#2, the classification prob- 
lem for quadratic forms over R is essentially the search for a complete set of 
invariants for congruence classes of symmetric R-matrices. The reader 
familiar with the arithmetic theory of quadratic forms can easily check that 
the orders and multiplicities of the invariant factors of S,(A) give the 
modularities and ranks, respectively, of the Jordan components of A over 
RCpj (see O’Meara [19, Sec. 911). 
For other proofs of assertion (ii) of the next corollary, see [6], [15], and 
P61. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A,BEM,,(R). 
(i) Zf p % IB 1, then the p-power elementary divisors of AB are precisely 
those of A. 
(ii) Zf (IA],IBI)=l, then S(AB)=S(A)S(B). 
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Proof. 
(i) The matrix B is unimodular over R(,); hence S,(AB)= S,(A), and 
the result follows. 
(ii) 
]A], 
It is enough to show that S’,(AB)= S,(A)+,(B) for all pi ]AB(. If pi 
then p + JB] by hypothesis; hence S,(AB)=S,(A)=S,(A)S,(B), as 
desired. If p) (B 1, the argument is similar. n 
Another proof of assertion (ii) of the following result appears in [17]. 
COROLLARY 3. Let A l,...,At be square R-matrices, not necessarily of 
the same size. 
(i) lf none of /A,/, . . . , ]A,\ is divisible by the prime p, then the p-power 
elementary divisors of 
I* 4 
are precisely those of A,. 
(4 If lAJ,...,IA,I are pairwise relatively prime, then 
Al 0 Al 0 
* A, 0 ’ A, 
Proof. We can assume that t = 2. 
(i) Suppose A, is n X n and A, is m X nz. We have 
and clearly 
(“’ Fm)-(? ;).
The result is now clear from Corollary 2(i). 
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(ii) For each prime p the local equivalence 
follows from (i), and Theorem 1 completes the proof. n 
We now give an application of Corollary 3(i), and we leave to the reader 
the statement of the corresponding application of Corollary 3(ii). For a proof 
of the following result over the field of complex numbers see [5], p, 103-104. 
COROLLARY 3(i)‘. Let K be a field, and let 
Q= Ql 0 ( 1 * 92 
be a partitioned matrix in M,(K), with Q1 and Q2 square. Suppose that 
a E K is an eigenvalue of Qi, but not of Qz. Then a is an eigenvalue of Q, 
and the elementary divisors of Q and of Q1 (strictly speakly, the elementary 
divisors of the associated characteristic matrices) corresponding to a are the 
same. 
Proof. Apply Corollary 3(i) to the characteristic matrix XI,, - Q E 
M, (K [xl), using the prime p = x - a in the principal ideal domain K [xl. n 
3, COMPUTATION OF THE SMITH NORMAL FORM. 
Let A = (aif) be a nonzero matrix in M,,(R). We seek an algorithm for the 
computation of S(A). We can assume that n > 2 and that the algorithm is 
known for matrices of dimension less than n (hence also that an algorithm for 
Sp( .) is known for such matrices). 
We begin by computing S,(A) for p E ?? . If ordpJA] = 0, then S,(A) = I,,, 
as noted in Sec. 2; if ord,[A]=l then clearly S,(A)=diag(l,...,l,p). So the 
situation is nontrivial only if ord ]A] > 2 (this includes the singular case). By 
permuting rows and columns 1 necessary, we can assume that ordpa,, is .P 
minimal among all ordpaji. Having made this adjustment, we write pi= 
ord,a,,, and we claim that 
sp (A) = ( P”l) + sp (( ad+ - ailalj P “1 11 ZCi,j<n 
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To see this, first put bii = uij/p “1 and let B = ( bjj); then A = p ‘R, B E M,, (R ), 
and p % bl,. Therefore b,, is a p-adic unit, and we have the following chain of 
local equivalences: 
b In . . . - 
b 11 
. . . b 2n 
. . . b’ “” 
1 
i 
b,, . . * b,, 
-P 
0 
i (bllbii - bilbli) 
0 .I---- 
-P 
1 b,, . . . 
b 21 bllb22 . . . 
b;, b,;b,,, . . . 
b lfl 
bllb2” 
blk”, 
Then (*) follows from the equation S,(A) = pV,(B); so the algorithm for 
Sp (A) has been reduced to the (n - 1) X (n - 1) case, which is covered by the 
induction hypothesis. 
In calculations it is usually convenient to work with R-matrices whose 
entries are relatively small (if the ring is Euclidean) or have relatively few 
factors. With this in mind, (*) can be modified by observing that 
SP i( ‘ll”ij - %l’l/ P “1 11 _p”sp z!$ L$ - z$ J$ . Z<i,j<n (i 1) 2<i,j<n 
We now combine the above local calculations with the results of Sec. 1. 
ALGORITHM for Smith normul form of a nonsingular R-matrix. 
(i) Compute (Al. 
(ii) Factor IAl into primes: (A( = cppl. . . p,“, where the pi are distinct 
primes in 9, E is an R-unit, and (Y~ > 1 for 1< i < r. 
(iii) If ai = 1, put Sp,(A)=diag(l,. . . ,l,p,). If ‘Y~ > 1, compute Sp,(A) via 
(*)* 
(iv) Then S(A)= fl S,(A). 
l<i<r 
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EXAMPLES. 
(1) Consider the matrix 
over Z. We have ]A] = - 17157= -3.5.19.43, a product of distinct primes. 
Hence (iii) and (iv) immediately give S (A) = diag( I, I3.5.19.43). 
(2) Again over Z, consider 
9 2 16 
A= i 11 25 13 i . 
5 4 6 
Now ]A]= -416= -25*13, so S(A)= S,(A).&(A). By (iii) we know S,,(A) 
= diag( 1, 1,13), while (*) gives 
(Here the observation that 203 is a 2-adic unit has obviated the explicit 
calculation of the other entries in the 2 X 2 matrix.) Hence we have S (A) = 
diag(1, 1,25* 13). 
Before proceeding to examples over other rings, it is reasonable to ask: 
How fast is our algorithm over Z, and how does it compare with other 
known algorithms for S(A) and for the elementary divisors of A? While we 
leave this as an open question, we note that when ]A] is square-free we have 
S(A)=diag(l,...,l,(A(); so in this case our algorithm consists essentially of 
calculating ]A] and factoring it into primes, as in (1) above. The probability 
that a randomly chosen integer is square-free (i.e., the density of square-free 
integers) is known to be 
(see [l]); but a complication here is that not every integer is equally likely to 
be a determinant. To illustrate: If the entries of a 2 X 2 matrix A are chosen 
independently, each with probability 0.5 of being even, then the probability 
that ]A] is even is 0.625. For further discussion of computational matters of 
this kind see Knuth [9]; also see Bradley [2] for a description of other 
algorithms for S (A) and for further references to the literature. 
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(3) Let R be the ring of integers of the quadratic number field 
Q( m ). Then R is a principal ideal domain but not a Euclidean ring (see 
[7]). Consider the R-matrix 
53 0 5V-19 
A= ! 2 10 -i 0 . 0 14 4 
Then ]A( =2120+ 14Ov - 19 = - 2’.5. (2 + m )3. Using the multiplica- 
tive property of the norm function, it is easily checked that 2, 5, and 
2 + m are primes of R. Therefore 
S (A) = S, (A)$ (A).S,+v:, (A). 
Clearly S,(A) = diag(1, 1,5), and 
Finally, a norm computation shows that 53 and 530 are (2+ d - 19 )-adic 
units, hence S,, \/-19 (A) = diag( 1,1, (2 + d/-19 )“), and therefore S (A) = 
diag(1,2,2.5-(2+-)‘). 
(4) If R=C[x], the prime set ?? can be chosen to be (n.--a(a~C}. 
Consider the 3 x 3 complex matrix whose entries are all ones, and let A be its 
characteristic matrixi 
-1 
x-l -1 . 
x-1 I 
Then ]A] =x2(x-3), S,_,(A) =diag(l, 1,~ -3), and one easily computes 
S,(A)=diag(l,x,x); hence S(A)=diag(l,x,x(x-3)). 
We conclude this section with a divisibility result for invariant factors. 
For another proof see [16, Theorem 11.141; also see [B, Sec. lo]. 
THEOREM 2. Let A, B E M,(R) be nonsingular. Then the kth invariant 
factor s,(AB) is divisible by +(A) and So, for l< k < n. 
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Proof. If n = 1 the result is trivial, so assume that n > 1 and that the 
result holds for n - 1. From Theorem 1 we can also assume that R = R, for 
some prime p, hence also that S (.)= S,(e). We will prove that sk(B)I+(AB) 
for 1< k Q n; the other conclusion then follows by taking transposes. 
Write S (A) = UAV, with U and V unimodular. Then 
AB-S(A)(V-‘B)=diag(s,(A),...,s,(A))B,, 
where B, = V -‘II- B. Therefore it is enough to prove the following assertion 
(we have changed notation): Let A =(q) E M,(R), and for 1 < t < n let )4(A) 
be the matrix obtained by multiplying row t of A by p; then +(A)l+(&(A)) 
for l< k<n. 
Let vi = mini {ordPuii}, for 1 < i < n. Without loss of generality we can 
assume that ord,a,, = vi < . * . < v,,. If t > 1, then (*) gives 
$2 (MA)) = ( P”‘) + sp ( ““G-,4’“‘lj),, i,i<” 
uij if ift 
where a,; = 
P”ii if i= t. 
The result then follows from the induction hypothesis upon comparing (*) 
and (*i). Now suppose t = 1. If vi < vs, then (*) immediately gives 
S,(X,(A))=diag(ps,(A),s,(A),...,s,(A)). 
If vi = va, let A,, denote the matrix obtained by interchanging the first two 
rows of A. Then sk(A,)~s,(h,(AO)) by the earlier part of the argument. But 
A,-A and &(A,)--X,(A), so the proof is complete. n 
4. THE SMITH-GROTHENDIECK RING OF MATRIX 
EQUIVALENCE CLASSES 
Let R be a principal ideal domain, and let E (R) denote the set of 
--equivalence classes of nonsingular R-matrices. It is easily checked that 
E (R ) is a commutative semiring (take the axioms for a commutative ring, 
but additively require only a commutative semigroup) under the operations 
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induced by direct sum and Kronecker product of matrices: 
il+ti%f(Ai-B)- and Af?~f(A@B)-, 
where A or A4 denotes the equivalence class of the matrix A. 
If R is a field, then the mapping A t-, dimA gives a semiring isomor- 
phism E (R )xN, since the equivalence class of a nonsingular R-matrix is 
completely determined by its dimension in this situation. Now assume that R 
is not a field, and as in previous sections let 9’ denote a complete set of 
nonassociated prime elements of R. For each p ET let xp denote an 
indeterminate over Z. We claim: There is an injectice semiring homomor- 
phism 
vE(R)-, n Z+[x,]> 
p E ?? 
where Z’[x,] is the semiring of polynomials in xp with nonnegative integral 
coefficients. To see this, first define a mapping 
for each p E 9 as follows. If 
then 
cf~~(A)%~ $J apixiEZ+[ x,]. 
i=O 
It is easily verified that q is a homomorphism. Details are left to the reader; 
we merely note the loca P 
the mapping ‘p by 
eqmvalence A C3 B -P SP (A) @ SP (B). Now define 
Then ‘p is obviously a homomorphism, and ‘p is injective by Theorem 1. 
Paralleling the construction of the Witt-Grothendieck ring in the theory 
of quadratic forms (see Lam [lo]), we now form the Grothendieck ring 
Groth( E (R )) of the semiring E(R); we call this the Smith-Grothendieck 
ring of R, denoted S (R). Extension of ‘p gives an identification of S (R) with 
the subring of n Z[X,] consisting of the “9 -tuples” (fp (x~))~~~ whose 
PET 
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coordinate polynomials fP(xP) all have the same coefficient sum (i.e., inde- 
pendent of p). Many statements on matrix equivalence can be fruitfully 
interpreted in S(R), and the following cancellation result provides an 
illustration. For another proof see 1181. 
PROPOSITION. Let A, B, and C be nonsingular R-matrices, and suppose 
A@B-A@C. Then B-C. 
Proof, From the hypothesis we have A”fi = Ad. But S (R) is an integral 
domain; hence lZ?= 6, as desired. n 
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